
EdgeExpress:  
Bringing a Unified 
Commerce Experience 
Through a Single APID
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The EdgeExpress API was designed to provide a unified 
commerce experience across all payment environments

Coupled with easy implementation and setup, the EdgeExpress API also delivers a 

frictionless merchant experience with auto software updates and robust security 

through our EdgeShield® security bundle including end-to-end encryption, PCI 

ASSURE® PCI compliance assistance and more.

• Unified commerce for your 

merchants and their customers:  

in-store, in-app, and online... 

wherever your software offering 

takes them

• Ease of single API integration 

• Light footprint for quick 

implementation in merchant 

systems

• Flexibility to conform to various 

software environments

• Increased EMV transaction speeds 

for faster checkout process

EdgeExpress Integration 
Methods Deliver:

Payment Options

EMV and NFC Contactless 
Payment Support

EMV PIN Debit

Recurring Payment Support

Encryption, Tokenization 
and Decline Minimizer

Signature Capture

Partial Approval Support

Customized Device Prompt 
Support such as Disclosures, 
Confirmations, etc.

FSA/IIAS, Canadian PIN Debit 
(Interac), EBT and ACH

Payment Environments

Card Present

Installations Cloud-based

Hosted Payment Forms

Quick chip and early card 
insert
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developer solutions

EMV Devices Supported

Ingenico  
iCMP

Bluetooth-capable,

o ering advanced

payments 

capabilities

and mobility. Accepts

EMV, magstripe and

NFC/contactless.

Ingenico  
iUC285

Bluetooth-capable,

accepts all payment

methods with a single

module. Integrating

three readers:

NFC/contactless,

Chip without PIN

Ingenico  
iSC Touch 480

Multi-lane retail

payment device that

includes a large, color

touch screen for

promotional

capabilities and

signature capture

Ingenico  
iSC Touch 250

Multi-lane retail

payment device that

includes a color 

touch screen for 

promotional

capabilities and

signature capture

Ingenico® 
iPP320

Consumer-

facing retail

device that 

optimizes

counter space

Ideal for most payment environments including installed, cloud-based, card 

present, eCommerce and hosted payment forms.
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EDGEEXPRESS UNIFIED COMMERCE

Security Features

End-to-End EncryptionPA-DSS out of scope EMV Tokenization

Small Footprint
Merchant installations 
are quick and painless,
~15 minutes

Efficient installations 
with bundling payment 
functionality and  
developer software

Low maintenance with  
auto-updates in the 
merchant environment

A Global Payments Company You can find more information at openedgepayments.com/edgeexpress


